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We live staying connected, communicating and seeking information 
for goods and services via our smartphones. The mobile shift is 
driving customers to expect and demand support across a wide 
variety of smartphones and tablets. But building mobile apps is 
different from building websites. Not only are the technologies 
different but the development processes and user-experience is 
different. Producing higher-quality apps that offer long term user-
value creates a rewarding return for companies that dare take the 
challenge. 



1. Understand the mobile app landscape, what is currently 
available and what your competition is doing or not doing in 

this arena. 

To begin this process start with the leaders. The App Store and Google Play are the 
top marketplaces for the app business. Apple’s App store provides a current list of 
most downloaded paid and free apps. Visiting this list and spending time 
understanding what consumers desire in an App is a great place to start. It’s easy to 
fall in love with your own idea. To avoid a costly error do your research and align your 
business goals, expertise and offers with consumer demands. You may be able to 
offer a free app or enhance existing popular apps. An example of popular apps are 
emoticons, the expressive smiley faces and graphics that people use in text 
messages. Offering more of a variety or a different take on popular applications may 
be the ticket to engaging your potential customers.



2. Focus on user experience.

Although you may be a business owner and not an app developer, you should have 
some understanding of the kind of experience you want your user to have. Again, 
research popular apps and take screen shots of apps that appeal to you. Pay 
attention to functionality. Above all else, write a mission statement as to what the 
consumer will receive when downloading the app. Ask yourself these questions:

• Where is the consumer value?
• What will happen when certain buttons are selected? 
• Are the aesthetics (color, font, language) in line with your company’s brand?
• What information will keep the consumer returning to the app as a resource?
• Are there places within the app to offer deeper engagement?



3. Register as a Developer and find a Programmer. 

Once you have a sketchy idea as to what your mobile app will deliver, you should 
register as a developer. A developer simply means, you have an idea that you want to 
publish. You can develop a mobile app that crosses over all information operating 
systems (iOS) including Apple, Android and Blackberry. However, you increase your 
chances for success starting with Apple. Apple has very specific app guidelines so 
visit the website for more detail. Hiring a Programmer can be a challenging and 
lengthy process but there are many great up and coming programmers available. You 
may negotiate to pay them hourly or through a fixed rate. Fixed rate, in most cases, 
is the way to go. If you need help with this process, we can help by contacting us at 
info@3martinilunches.com.



4. Do the necessary paperwork and start coding.

Once you find your programmer have them immediately sign a Non-Disclosure 
Agreement. You will be sharing your original ideas and a calculated strategic 
business plan – so protect your intellectual property. Make this a priority and then 
begin to share your ideas. This is a good time to set up milestones and timelines. In 
addition, map out the app in sections so that you can celebrate small 
accomplishments along the way. In addition, this proves to be efficient as you can 
fine-tune your user-experience along the way.

Every app needs an Icon. Start with what a graphic that maintains your company’s 
brand. 

Ask your Programmer to deliver an “ad hoc,” a test run of the app that can be 
activated on your phone without the use of an App Store. Don’t be the only 
tester. Get a variety of people to test each function of the app and to provide detailed 
feedback.



5. Post your App on the Market.

You will need to have your programmer submit your app for review and approval through 
Apple or whatever iOS you’ve selected. The approval process could take up to 10 
days. Once approved, you are ready to activate your app and market to your consumer.

So engage your potential consumers by joining the 
APP movement! 



Questions, Concerns, Ideas?
Contact Us at info@3martinilunches.com


